
OVERVIEW

Strengthen your operations with ESET’s proven 
expertise. Experience accelerated detection, 
containment and remediation of security 
incidents, with threat hunting and 24/7 support.



With customized, integrated and proactive XDR services delivered 
by industry-leading experts, ESET enhances your protection 
against potential security issues. Alongside our security solutions, 
ESET Security Services will:

 ○ Provide exceptional support for greater efficiency and ease-of-management
 ○ Perform robust analysis of potentially harmful files
 ○ Implement response and remediation steps to ensure business continuity
 ○ Deliver IT security peace of mind
 ○ Ensure the operational continuity of your organization

What are ESET 
Security Services?
ESET Security Services work together with your ESET modules to deliver a 
complete solution that acts preventively, reactively and proactively. They 
reinforce your IT security team with local support, in your language. ESET 
experts are ready to help if and when security issues arise.

We offer different service levels, depending on your needs and the expertise of 
your in-house security teams. 

They cover everything from basic malware investigation and removal to 
automated and manual file analysis – from incident investigation and response to 
digital forensics, and advanced threat hunting and response tools to full managed 
detection and response (MDR).



Why choose ESET 
Security Services?
ACCESS PROVEN EXPERTISE

Keeping up with the rapidly changing cyberthreat 
landscape can be challenging and is sometimes best 
left to experts. ESET has been living and breathing 
digital security for over three decades.

OPTIMIZE RESOURCES

ESET services are an antidote to operational 
fatigue. Using new, complex security solutions 
can prove tricky, even for organizations with 
dedicated security or IT teams. The continued 
operation of new security modules can also be an 
ongoing drain on internal IT resources – this could 
prevent the execution of core operations vital for 
business continuity.

REDUCE LONG-TERM COSTS

Creating dedicated teams and/or hiring 
security specialists with the necessary skills and 
qualifications to investigate, identify and respond to 
potential threats can result in high long-term costs.

EASE INFRASTRUCTURE COMPLEXITY

Products from different vendors can lead to 
security stack overlap and even conflict. Streamline 
your approach to digital security by using 100% 
ESET PROTECT Platform modules.

GET READY FOR COMPLIANCE

High levels of cybersecurity control are required 
by insurance providers as conditions of coverage. 
ESET Security Services enable organizations to 
satisfy many of the cyber controls that are key to 
insurability. These include threat hunting, detection 
and response services delivered by ESET’s industry-
leading experts.



Choose the service 
that best fits your 
organization’s needs
Managed Detection 
& Response Services

Global Threat Intelligence Team

Active Campaign Hunting

Continual Improvement and Automation

Advanced Signal Hunting Library

Behavior Patterns and Exclusions Optimization

Continuous Expert-Led Threat Hunting

Tailored Reporting

24/7 Expert-Led Continuous Monitoring, Hunting, 
Triage and Response

Dedicated Incident Response Lead

Historical Threat Hunting 

Deployment & Upgrade

Expert Assistance for MDR Alerts, with More Context

Digital Forensic Incident Response (DFIR) Assistance

Malware Detection Support

Malware File Expert Analysis

Customized Threat Hunting for All Current Threats

Attack Vectors Visibility



Detection & Response 
Services

Global Threat  Intelligence Team

Active Campaign Hunting

Continual Improvement and Automation

Digital Forensic Incident Response(DFIR) Assistance

Malware Detection Support

Malware File Expert Analysis

Advanced Signal Hunting Library

Behavior Patterns and Exclusions Optimization

Customized Threat Hunting for All Current Threats

Attack Vectors Visibility

Tailored Reporting

24/7 Expert-Led Continuous Monitoring, Hunting, 
Triage and Response

Dedicated Incident Response Lead

Historical Threat Hunting 

Deployment & Upgrade

Expert Assistance for MDR Alerts, with More Context

Continuous Expert-Led Threat Hunting



What’s inside: 
ESET Detection and 
Response Essential
Give your organization a level of security that exceeds standard product 
support. ESET Detection and Response Essential is designed to complement 
ESET products that are integrated into your security ecosystem and 
will help to investigate, identify and respond to threats that penetrate 
standard defenses.

It covers everything from basic malware investigation and removal to automated 
and manual file analysis, incident investigation and response, and digital forensics.

GUARANTEED FAST RESPONSE

Reduce interruptions to your business and 
minimize the impact of any attack. ESET assistance 
is available on demand to quickly address missing 
detections and cleaning problems for malware, 
investigate suspicious behavior and mitigate 
ransomware infections.

SUPERIOR SUPPORT

Local support is immediately available in your 
language, and is complemented by ESET HQ’s 
technical expertise.

TAILORED APPROACH

ESET partners with your team to develop 
a response and remediation plan customized 
to meet your operational specifics.

INCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
AND RESPONSE

This service provides your security team 
with detailed file analysis, reverse 
engineering, digital forensics and 
digital forensic incident 
response assistance.



What’s inside: 
ESET Detection and 
Response Advanced
ESET Detection and Response Advanced offers round-the-clock support, 
thanks to ESET experts working with your team to develop a response and 
remediation plan that balances your company’s business and security needs. 

This package is designed to complement ESET Inspect, the XDR-enabling module 
of the ESET PROTECT Platform. It fuses the advantages of granular visibility 
provided by ESET Inspect with the know-how of our industry-leading experts to 
deliver improved detection, threat hunting, investigation, and targeted actions to 
eliminate threats. It also provides initial optimization via an assessment of your 
environment and optimal customization of the solution.

DEDICATED SUPPORT

Get focused support related to setup, modification, 
or function – for example, to detect specific 
malware behavior – as well as follow-up 
consultation and recommendations.

GENERAL SECURITY-RELATED 
QUESTIONS

You get extra support in the event that an ESET 
Inspect security-related question is not covered: 
we’ll analyze the respective behavior, provide 
advice and ask developers to make improvements.

SUPPORT – EXCLUSIONS

If you need support related to exclusion creation, 
modification, or disfunction, we’ll consult and 
advise on setting up the desired exclusion.

INITIAL OPTIMIZATION

We’ll ensure your security solution starts off on the 
right foot, with a particular focus on ironing out 
false positives after installation in your environment. 
Customizations can be created to reflect your 
organization’s specific needs and expectations.

ESET INSPECT THREAT HUNTING

We’ll help you use ESET Inspect to conduct 
malware analysis and adversary monitoring, and 
obtain information about threats and weaknesses, 
including definition of steps via a checklist. The 
granular visibility of ESET Inspect allows for instant 
threat detection and helps identify compliance risks 
that meet cyber insurance providers’ needs.

INCLUDES ALL ESET DETECTION AND RESPONSE 
ESSENTIAL BENEFITS, PLUS THE FOLLOWING:



INCLUDES ALL ESET DETECTION AND RESPONSE 
ADVANCED BENEFITS, PLUS THE FOLLOWING:

What’s inside: ESET MDR
ESET MDR (Managed Detection and Response) is designed to deliver 
immediate, sophisticated threat management, regardless of the current 
size of your business or cybersecurity posture. Achieve industry-leading 
protection without the need for in-house security specialists and eliminate 
data or organizational bottlenecks that hinder threat detection and response.  

ESET MDR exposes malicious activities and performs containment and eradication 
actions to prevent serious damage. The severity of incidents is evaluated, and 
any findings communicated directly to your security team. The service performs 
immediate containment actions on most incidents to prevent damage. You will 
receive alerts, via product and email notifications, about the steps taken.

24/7 EXPERT-LED CONTINUOUS 
MONITORING, HUNTING, TRIAGE 
AND RESPONSE

ESET provides you with a human-led round-
the-clock service that leverages IoC, IoA, UEBA, 
AI, comprehensive internal and external Threat 
Intelligence feeds and similar sophisticated 
monitoring and detection techniques to protect 
your environment.

GLOBAL THREAT INTELLIGENCE TEAM

Leverage the power of ESET’s Threat Intelligence 
team, which actively responds to high-impact 
security events worldwide, coordinating action  
to respond to the most critical incidents via  
the ESET PROTECT Platform environment.

ACTIVE CAMPAIGN HUNTING

ESET’s team of experts constantly monitors 
active malware group campaigns. Our findings, 
attack-pattern analysis and countermeasures 
are implemented into the service so that you are 
immediately protected.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND 
AUTOMATION

We continuously test detection and response 
mechanisms, and instantly implement 
improvements to enhance your security.

ADVANCED SIGNAL HUNTING LIBRARY

Access to a pre-built, customizable library of 
detection strategies that can serve as a template 
for new criteria and fine-tuning of existing criteria.

EXCLUSIONS OPTIMIZATION

Detection and exclusion optimizations are 
customized and matched to your environment.

ONGOING, EXPERT-LED THREAT 
HUNTING

Security experts constantly evaluate and correlate 
detections into structured and mapped incidents.

TAILORED REPORTING

Your security team will receive automatic reports 
on a weekly and monthly basis and can generate 
reports on incidents, the state of the environment 
and other details.



INCLUDES ALL ESET MDR BENEFITS, PLUS THE FOLLOWING:

What’s inside: 
ESET Detection and 
Response Ultimate
ESET Detection and Response Ultimate is ESET’s premium MDR service – the 
complete end-to-end solution for your Enterprise, designed to reduce long-
term costs and increase efficiency. 

Built around ESET’s XDR-enabling component, ESET Inspect, it will help your 
organization reap the full benefits of detection and response capabilities without 
requiring an in-house team of digital security experts or additional resources. 

ESET experts will deploy, optimize and manage daily operations so you can focus on 
your core business. ESET Detection and Response Ultimate includes digital forensic 
incident response (DFIR) assistance from a dedicated ESET specialist. In the event of 
an incident, you can request support from a dedicated  ESET lead, who will provide 
complete end-to-end resolution of the issue. Also, benefit from comprehensive 
historical threat hunting, using deep analysis to pre-empt future attacks.

PROACTIVE THREAT HUNTING

Investigates data, events and alarms generated 
by ESET Inspect. All your organization’s data 
remains secure while ESET threat hunters review 
highlighted alarms, investigate their root causes, 
and compile findings into comprehensible status 
reports with actionable advice.

THREAT MONITORING

We help you to navigate the data/events/alarms 
generated by ESET Inspect, prioritize potential 
threats/breaches and harness the tool’s full 
potential. ESET experts monitor your data daily, 
issuing alerts and recommending actions.

DEPLOYMENT AND UPGRADE

ESET will install and configure specific modules in 
your environment and provide training to ensure 
they work optimally, thus reducing the overall 
complexity associated with new and upgraded 
endpoint security modules. A thorough initial 
assessment before each execution or deployment 
ensures there are no surprises.



 

About ESET
Next-gen digital security for business
WE DON’T JUST STOP BREACHES—WE PREVENT THEM

Unlike conventional solutions that focus on reacting to threats after they’ve been executed, ESET offers an unmatched 
AI-powered prevention-first approach backed by human expertise, renowned global Threat Intelligence, and an 
extensive R&D network led by industry-acclaimed researchers—all for the continuous innovation of our multilayered 
security technology.

Experience unparalleled protection from ransomware, phishing, zero-day threats and targeted attacks with our award-
winning, cloud-first XDR cybersecurity platform that combines next-gen prevention, detection, and proactive threat 
hunting capabilities. Our highly customizable solutions include hyperlocal support. They offer minimal impact on endpoint 
performance, identify and neutralize emerging threats before they can be executed, ensure business continuity, and reduce 
the cost of implementation and management.

In a world where technology enables progress, protect your business with ESET.

ESET IN NUMBERS

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

ANALYST RECOGNITION

1bn+
protected 

internet users

ESET is recognized for over 700 reviews 
collected on Gartner Peer Insights

ESET recognized for giving back to the community 
with a 2023 Tech Cares Award from TrustRadius

ESET has been recognized as a ‘Top 
Player’ – for the fourth year in a row – in 

Radicati’s Advanced Persistent Threat 
(APT) Protection Market Quadrant 2023.

ESET is the top independent cybersecurity 
software company contributor, and 

among the top 10 out of 354 contributors, 
to the MITRE ATT&CK framework.

400k+
business 

customers

200
countries and 

territories 

13
global R&D 

centers

In 2023, IDC placed ESET among the 
top 5 threat intelligence vendors 

and highlighted the profile of ESET 
Threat Intelligence.

© 2023 Gartner, Inc. Gartner® and Peer Insights™ are trademarks of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Gartner Peer Insights content consists of the opinions of individual end 
users based on their own experiences, and should not be construed as statements of fact, nor do they represent the views of Gartner or its affiliates. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, 
product or service depicted in this content nor makes any warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this content, about its accuracy or completeness, including any warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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CORPORATE
ENDPOINT

PROTECTION

APPROVED

WINDOWS

SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS

ISO SECURITY CERTIFIED

SOME OF OUR TOP AWARDS

protected by ESET since 2017 
more than 9,000 endpoints

protected by ESET since 2016 
more than 4,000 mailboxes

protected by ESET since 2016 
more than 32,000 endpoints

ISP security partner since 2008 
2 million customer base

ESET is compliant with ISO/IEC 27001:2013, an internationally 
recognized and applicable security standard in implementing and 
managing information security. The certification is granted by the 
third-party accredited certification body SGS and demonstrates ESET’s 
full compliance with industry-leading best practices.

“THE IMPLEMENTATION WAS 
VERY STRAIGHTFORWARD.

IN COOPERATION WITH 
ESET’S WELL-TRAINED 

TECHNICAL STAFF, WE WERE 
UP AND RUNNING OUR NEW 
ESET SECURITY SOLUTION IN 

A FEW HOURS.”
IT Manager, Diamantis Masoutis S.A., 

Greece, 6,000+ seats

“WE WERE MOST IMPRESSED 
WITH THE SUPPORT AND 

ASSISTANCE WE RECEIVED. IN 
ADDITION TO BEING A GREAT 

PRODUCT, THE EXCELLENT 
CARE AND SUPPORT WE GOT 

WAS WHAT REALLY LED US 
TO MOVE ALL OF PRIMORIS’ 

SYSTEMS TO ESET AS A 
WHOLE.”

Joshua Collins, Data Center Operations Manager, 
Primoris Services Corporation, USA, 4,000+ seats



Why choose ESET?
What do ESET customers say about ESET Security Services and ESET Inspect?

CUSTOMER REVIEWS

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

“TOTAL PROTECTION 
WITH EASY MANAGEMENT

Overall the experience has been great. 
The application itself is easy to install and 

maintain over the cloud.”

Industry: Retailers 

Read full review

“GREAT EUROPEAN 
DETECT & RESPOND TOOL

ESET Inspect is completely integrated into 
the Endpoint Security Solution. Rollout  

is very easy.”

Industry: IT Services 

Read full review

”THE TOP CLOUD 
PRODUCT IN SECURITY

Discovering ESET is a pleasure because 
all functionalities are designed to 

administrate security. Support is excellent 
with the best accompaniment and help.”

Industry: Professional Services

Read full review

“PROFESSIONALS WITH 
HIGH GRADES OF EXPERTISE

Having professionals with a high grade 
of expertise in detecting and resolving 

incidents is a big benefit for us. No one but 
the vendor itself knows their products so 

in depth.”

Industry: Healthcare

Read full review

© 2023 Gartner, Inc. Gartner® and Peer Insights™ are trademarks of Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. Gartner Peer Insights content consists of the opinions of individual end 
users based on their own experiences, and should not be construed as statements of fact, nor do they represent the views of Gartner or its affiliates. Gartner does not endorse any vendor, 
product or service depicted in this content nor makes any warranties, expressed or implied, with respect to this content, about its accuracy or completeness, including any warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

READ OUR CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY TO SEE HOW BUSINESSES CAN 
USE DETECTION AND RESPONSE ULTIMATE— OUR FULL-FLEDGED MDR 

SECURITY SERVICE—FOR A PROACTIVE APPROACH TO CYBERSECURITY.

Read more

https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/eset/product/eset-enterprise-inspector/review/view/3942676
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/eset/product/eset-enterprise-inspector/review/view/3922862
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/endpoint-detection-and-response-solutions/vendor/eset/product/eset-enterprise-inspector/review/view/3929326
https://www.gartner.com/reviews/market/managed-detection-and-response-services/vendor/eset/product/eset-managed-detection-and-response-services/review/view/4403710
https://www.eset.com/int/business/resource-center/customer-stories/royal-swinkels-family-brewers-mdr/

